Life After CS 61A

- Lab assisting!
  - The best way to give back to the computer science community
  - Anyone who passes the course can be a lab assistant
  - Develop greater mastery of course concepts
  - Learn to describe technical concepts; Great preparation for technical interviews
  - The first step to joining the course staff as a tutor or teaching assistant

- Data Science 8 — The Foundations of Data Science (http://databears.berkeley.edu/sp16)
  - Cross-listed as CS C8, Stat C8, & Info C8 in Spring 2016
  - John is the primary instructor, but expect guest lectures from great profs around campus
  - ~20% of the course is material you already know from 61A
  - Info session tomorrow @ 3pm at 190 Doe Library (Berkeley Institute for Data Science)

- CS 61B, taught in Spring 2016 by Professor Josh Mug

Thanks for being amazing!
Please stay for the HKN survey